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Senate
mitting the Government to buy half a lution are just one intervention undeINVESTING IN ENERGY AND THE 
million barrels of synthetic fuels a day attack by the force of opinion that ther,ENVIRONMENT 
by 1985, and 2 million barrels a day by is too much Government regulation. BuMr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, there 1990. A substitute is pending in the House analyses of Federal regulation fail t<is another resource as irreplaceable as that would more than double these goals. make a complete accounting of the costoil that the United States has wasted The Senate Energy Committee is of not regulating, which often are pai<badly since the Arab oil embargo. The marking up a bill that authorizes nearly by the Government. Federal regulationresource is time. Answers to the energy $5 billion to build 15 synthetic fuel de- also can save mdustry huge amounts ocrisis cost much more in 1979 than they monstration plants. money in product liability suits, workerswould have cost in 1973. 

compensation, cleanup costs, and legaEconomists and scientists can look The synfuels euphoria has a lot going 
suits. These are not accounted faback on the last 6 years lost as a time of for it. It seems to promise fuels like our accurately.Arrational risktaking by public leaders, old favorites-oil and natural gas-from One example is Life Science Co.'s heOur easygoing energy policy has weak- new technologies. And so it promises a pone. A $200,000 investment in pollutiorened us economically, socially and stra- new, scientific means to keep our old control would have saved Life Scienc<tegically. Any short-term benefits of con- ways. 
Co. $12 million in judgments against 11tinuing our wasteful ways are dwarfed I support rapid R. & D. of synthetic for pollution of the James River in Hope-by the large, long-term costs we all will fuels. I favor Federal support for all well, Va. It would also have saved thtpay. This Nation made a series of deci- alternative energy technologies. But I estimated $8 billion required to clean ursions-more like nondecisions-that dis- am carefully examining the promise and the James River after the kepone pollu-regarded economic inevitabilities. The consequent priority of synfuels relative tion. Effective regulation for safet>cards were on the table way back then, to other energy sources-especially con- would have protected 70 persons fronand Washington willingly chose to play servation, and solar energy. We must brain and kidney damage, and sterilitythe dummy seek the best mix of alternative tech- Another case is Hooker Chemical'sWhy it happened this way is explained nologies, and be certain not to slough off dumping of toxic chemicals at LovEnot by natural science, or by the "dismal environmental risks. Canal near Niagara Falls. High rates ofscience" of economics. It is explained by Snythetic fuels are a potential danger miscarriage, birth defects, liver cancerthe unnatural science * * * political sci- to the environment for many reasons: hyperactivity, and other diseases in theence. Public officials added up the ben- Air pollution. There is general agree- area are being blamed on contact witheûts of serious reactions to energy short- ment among scientists, business leaders, these leaked chemicals. The cost of not

ages versus the estimated political risk and regulators that synfuel plants as en- regulating this operation will be in theof each initiative. They decided that an visioned at present cannot meet current billions.energy offensive would offend too many air pollution standards. When extracted, Given the limits of cost/benefit analy-
people. converted, and used, these fuels would sis in such issues, Washington must con-I have always felt that officeholders pollute the air with large amounts of tinue to seek reasonable standards tounderestimate the public's willingness to particulates, sulfur dioxides, nitrous protect public health. For example, thesupport strong, comprehensive action on oxides, hydrocarbons, and other pol- Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 pur-
energy. I have voted for tough meas- 

;1utants. posely did not require elaborate economicures-including every proposed gas tax The greenhouse effect. The burning of justifications. Public health was the ex-increase-and I have found that my con- hydrocarbons is causing increased levels plicit, overriding factor in setting airstituents react positively. But the per- of carbon dioxide in the upper atmos- quality standards.ception has been that the public would phere. This may cause dramatic changes But the better that economists cannot accept sacrifices. And so the last B in the climate. Use of synfuels creates evaluate the external, enviromnentalyears of wasted time and energy reflect more carbon dioxide than does direct risks in alternative technologies, thea political risk/benefit analysis rather burning of fossil fuels for energy. more they must turn toward conserva-than an economic one. Water pollution and supply. Synthetic tion and solar for our energy future. Con-
Today my topic is economic analysis fuels demand a vast amount of water, servation is an energy source. It in par-as it is used, unused, and abused in pol- much of which is already committed to ticular suffers in the political market-icymaking on energy and the environ- farming and other uses. The oil shale place because it sounds rinky-dinky.ment. I will discuss the direction of our l'echnology is particularly subject to Major conservation efforts would be asenergy development efforts, in light of water pollution. If the entire Nation took up knitting. Itrisks and benefits. Then I will discuss Solid waste. All plants would create sounds quaint.

the difficulties of quantifying all the fac- large amounts of solid wastes, containing There are at least three other reasonstors in setting environmental and energy many toxic substances and carcinogens, why the benefits of "conservation en-policy. And I will look at Federal reg_ Other costs. These include the disrup- ergy" are underutilized:ulation of car gas mileage to conserve tion of land from strip mining, and the It is diffuse, the sum of millions ofenergy. social problems of energy boomtowns. adjustments in how we do things. A
mRECHON OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 

If we pian to keep and improve the synthetic fuel is something-a substance
current quality of our environment, we officials can put on display. ConservationThis has been called the "Oversight must account for these environmental is not as dramatic.Congress.' One of the things its Members costs as carefully as possible. The pro- Also, conservation explicitly meansseemed content to oversee and overlook moters of synfuels are discounting these changes in the way we do things. But itwas the steady deepening of our energy costs. We must look at all the under- has been dragged down by an exagger-dependence. Budget balanciog has been valued and ignored externalities before ated association with calls for sacrificethe big issue, as domestic energy supply we can know the true cost of each syn- in the energy crisis. To the contrary, theversus demand slipped further out of thetic fuel. Environmental risks right greatest energy conservation potentialbalance. Then the Shah Mll and the now are being undervalued, but no one lies in increased energy productivity-Saudis backed away from the United knows by how much. getting more from the energy we useStates. We had gas lines again, wh'ich coSTING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY through more efficient und durablefueled public anger. Finally, this thin- There are many reasons why we devices.skinned Congress broke out in a rash chronically underestimate the environ- And there is virtually no conservationof new proposals. 
mental risks of each technological ad- industry-insulation is the principal ex-Renewed gas lines and energy anxiety vance. Bad consequences sometimes can- ception. The conservation kid is virtu-have raised interest in synthetic fuels. not be anticipated. They can take decades ally powerless to compete with the pe-or "synfuels." These are liquid and to develoo. Their costs tend to be exter- troleum industry in molding opinion andt gaseous fuels from coal, oil shale, tar nal, spread far beyond the technology's shaping data favorable to itself.sands, and biomass (and from unconven- direct customers. Moreover, cost-benefit Many careful studies have demon-tional natural gas). President Carter has analysis has inherent limits. The actual strated that using existing energy morejust proposed a new Energy Security value of good health, breathing, or life efficiently is a major alternative sourceCorporation to invest $88 billion in syn- itself is distorted when changed into dol- of additional energy. The most recentfuels during the 1980's. "Synfuel fever" lars and cents. is the report of the energy project at thehas broken out all over the Congress. Federal regulations to reduce air pol- Harvard Business School. It states:In June the House passed a bill com-



conservation may well be the cheapest, for the model years 1980 through 1985. of America.
safest, most productive energy alternative The levels are 20 miles per gallon for Federal regulation of automobile fuel elreadily avanable in large amounts. 1980, 22 m.p.g. for 1981, 24 m.p.g. for efficiency will save American consumers

Strong political leadership is vital to 1982, 26 m.p.g. for 1983, 27 m.p.g. for 1984 more than it costs. But even if the fig-

get proper value for energy conservation. and 27.5 m.p.g. for 1985. Late last year ures were ambiguous, the imperative for. r
We must overcome one very strong mis- Ford and GM began lobbying hard for a strong standards would remain. Oil is
conception-that energy use correlates slower increase of 1.5 miles per gallon pumped through a fixed, foreign market;

each year. what sets the price is not an invisiblepositively with gross national product. The original standards are clearly hand. Detroit has wasted time with hThe experience of industry throughout cost-effective based on fuel savings rela- rhetoric about the free market, and pas-Europe disproves this. A shift to greater tive to price increase of cars. Gas price sive dependence on bureaucrats and con-energy efficiency actually can stimulate hikes since the Transportation Depart- sumers to demand what the evidence einnovation, employment, and economic enent's- decision was announced in June makes inevitable. Inaction and inaccu-growth· have strengthened the case for tough rate assumptions have been guiding
THE cASE OF AUTOMOBILE EFFICIENCY standards. Detroit's proposed dilutlOn of prmelples.

Consider the automobile. Over the standards would have caused an esti- In some instances, our national need dpast two decades, Detroit has shown it- mated 7.7 billion extra gallons of gas to to save energy will involve sacrifices. But
self to be the dinosaur of our laissez- be burned. the energy crisis will exact sacrifices
faire economy. The industry's indiffer- Our deepening dependence on foreign from us no matter what. It is up to us to oence to the health and security of oil threatens us as seriously as any dan- decide among the various choices. And in
Americans has guaranteed Federal in- gerously engineered, carcinogenic car. so choosing we must remember that our rtervention-and major advances in car Vehicles that guzzle gas are hazardous to country's security from potential ad-technology. Over the years automakers our health as a Nation. They are weapons versaries-which is affected by energy
put style changes and easy money ahead that weaken our resources of survival. shortages-is something we cannot risk. .of safer technology. Wasting fuel is the worst kind of deficit I understand from my father, who justWithout Washington, the danger of spending, because it borrows from our fu- returned from a visit to Greece, that the
death inside an auto would have stayed ture and our children's future to overpay government there recently ordered thatneedlessly high. for the present. citizens can drive their cars on alternate

Without Washington, the health We must drive it into the heads of the Sundays only. (The ban is from 5: 00 p.m.hazards from auto emissions would be auto companies that their narrow vision Saturday to 6: 00 a.m. Monday.) I amlarger, but less noticed. disserves our Nation. not advocating such a law here, but thisAnd without Washington, the industry Without Washington's intervention, kind of serious response to shortageswould have been even more poorly pre- the automobile industry was rushing to makes Congress look silly. On the Presi-pared to handle this year's demand for its own demise by wasting irreplaceable dent's standby gas rationing plan, thefuel-efficient cars. fossil fuel at a reckless rate. The average House of Representatives voted no, and
Federal standards finally have jolted anileage for all cars was just under 14 it was not close.

the industry into a drive for fuel effi- miles per gallon in 1967. Mileage then Leaders in Washington and across theciency. At this time, domestic demand dropped until the oil embargo. In 1977, it country must look as carefully as pos-for economical cars is growing. Six years was back at the same level-just under sible at risks versus benefits in policy-after the Arab oil embargo, the need to 14 m.p.g. The executives who launched making. We must do so with a fullconserve fuel is great. And so it has sad- these inefficient four-wheelers hastened awareness that some things of greatdened me and outraged me to see the the day when the world will run out of value cannot be priced objectively. It is aauto giants continue to toy with their petroleum. test of our leadership to discount po-mandate, and to play with delay. Washington has helped automakers tential benefits and risks in politicalDetroit's recent, relentless campaign despite themselves. It has prodded them terms. We must move ahead at theto slow the annual pace of auto mileage into effective competition with foreign margin of what is possible.improvements as required by law has manufacturers for the world market.
failed. Former Transportation Secretary Federal requirements have dragged the
Brock Adams was right to stand fast on American auto industry into an escalat-
this, and he deserves our appreciation. Ing competition for international mar-
The automakers' losing bid to loaf to- kets. Detroit's technological and financial
ward auto efficiency reveals that they resources make it likely that the domi-
are out of step with this Nation's needs, nant world car-economical, versatile,

For 2 years now, the auto industry has tough, and without built-in obsoles-
been on notice as to mileage minimums cence-will be made in the United States
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mitting the Government to buy half a lution are just one intervention underINVESTING IN ENERGY AND THE 
million barrels of synthetic fuels a day attack by the force of opinion that thereENVIRONMENT 
by 1985, and 2 million barrels a day by is too much Government regulation. But

Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, there 1990. A substitute is pending in the House analyses of Federal regulation fail to
is another resource as irreplaceable as that would more than double these goals. make a complete accounting of the costs
oil that the United States has wasted The Senate Energy Committee is of not regulating, which often are tpaid
badly since the Arab oil embargo. The marking up a bill that authorizes nearly by the Government. Federal regula ons
resource is time. Answers to the energy $5 billion to build 15 synthetic fuel de- also can save mdustry huge amounke 

'crisis cost much more in 1979 than they monstration plants. money in product liability suits, wor rs
would have cost in 1973. compensation, cleanup costs, and legal.Economists and scientists can look The synfuels euphoria has a lot going 

suits. These are not accounted forback on the last 6 years lost as a time of for it. It seems to promise fuels like our acem.ately.
irrational risktaking by public leaders. old favorites-oil and natural gas-from One example is Life Science Co.'s ke-Our easygoing energy policy has weak- new technologies. And so it promises a pone. A $200,000 investment in pollution
ened us economically, socially and stra- new, scientific means to keep our old control would have saved Life Science
tegically. Any short-term benefits of con- Ways- Co. $12 million in judgments against it
tinuing our wasteful ways are dwarfed I support rapid R. & D. of synthetic for pollution of the James River in Hope-
by the large, long-term costs we all will fuels. I favor Federal support for all well, Va. It would also have saved the
pay. This Nation made a series of deci- alternative energy technologies. But I estimated $8 billion required to clean up
sions-more like nondecisions-that dis- am carefully examining the promise and the James River after the kepone pollu-
regarded economic inevitabilities. The consequent priority of synfuels relative tion. Effective regulation for safety
cards were on the table way back then, to other energy sources-especially con- would have protected 70 persons from
and Washington willingly chose to play servation, and solar energy. We must brain and kidney damage, and sterility.
the dummy. seek the best mix of alternative tech- Another case is Hooker Chemical's

Why it happened this way is explained nologies, and be certain not to slough off dumping of toxic chemicals at Love
not by natural science, or by the "dismal environmental risks. Canal near Niagara Falls. High rates of
science" of economics. It is explained by Snythetic fuels are a potential danger miscarriage, birth defects, liver cancer,
the unnatural science * * * political sci- to the environment for many reasons: hyperactivity, and other diseases in the
ence. Public officials added up the ben- Air pollution. There is general agree- area, are being blamed on contact with
efits of serious reactions to energy short- ment among scientists, business leaders, these leaked chemicals. The cost of not
ages versus the estimated political risk and regulators that synfuel plants as en- regulating this operation will be in the
of each initiative. They dedded that an visioned at present cannot meet current billions.
energy offensive would offend too many air pollution standards. When extracted, Given the limits of cost/benefit analy-
people, converted, and used, these fuels would sis in such issues, Washington must con-

I have always felt that officeholders pollute the air with large amounts of tinue to seek reasonable standards to
underestimate the public's willingness to particulates, sulfur dioxides, nitrous protect public health. For example, the
support strong, comprehensive action on oxides, hydrocarbons, and other pol- Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 pur-
energy. I have voted ior tough meas.. slutants. posely did not require elaborate economic
ures-including every proposed gas tax The greenhouse effect. The burning of justifications. Public health was the ex-
increase-and I have found that my con- hydrocarbons is causing increased levels plicit, overriding factor in setting air
stituents react positively. But the per- of carbon dioxide in the upper atmos- quality standards.
ception has been that the public would phere. This may cause dramatic changes But the better that economists can
not accept sacrifices. And so the last 6 in the climate. Use of synfuels creates evaluate the external, environmental
years of wasted time and energy reflect more carbon dioxide than does direct risks in alternative technologies, the
a political risk/benefit analysis rather burning of fossil fuels for energy. more they must turn toward conserva-
than an economic one. Water pollution and supply. Synthetic tion and solar for our energy future.

Today my topic is economic analysis fuels demand a vast amount of water, servation is an energy source. It m par-
as it is used, unused, and abused in pol- much of which is already committed to 'tfenlur~BifffëYs~ ifï tlîë political market-
icymaking on energy and the environ- farming and other uses. The oil shale place because it sounds rinky-dinky.
ment. I will discuss the direction of our technology is particularly subject to Major conservation efforts would be as
energy development ellorts, in light of water pollution, if the entire Nation took up knitting. It
risks and benefits. Then I will discuss Solid waste. All plants would create sounds quaint.
the difficulties of quantifying all the fac- large amounts of solid wastes, containing There are at least three other reasons
tors in setting environmental and energy many toxic substances and carcinogens. why the benefits of "conservation en-
policy. And I will look at Federal reg- Other costs. These include the disrup- ergy" are underutilized:
ulation of car gas mileage to conserve tion of land from strip mining, and the It is diffuse, the sum of millions ofenergy. social problems of energy boomtowns. adjustments in how we do things. A
DIREcTION OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 

If we pian to keep and improve the synthetic fuel is something-a substance
current quality of our environment, we officials can put on display. ConservationThis has been called the "Oversight must account for these environmental is not as dramatic.Congress."One of the things its Members costs as carefully as possible. The pro- Also, conservation explicitly meansseemed content to oversee and overlook moters of synfuels are discounting these changes in the way we do things. But itwas the steady deepening of our energy costs. We must look at all the under- has been dragged down by an exagger-dependence. Budget balanciog has been valued and ignored externalities before ated association with calls for sacrificethe big issue, as domestic energy supply we can know the true cost of each syn- in the energy crisis. To the contrary, theversus demand slipped further out of thetic fuel. Environmental risks right greatest energy conservation potentialbalance. Then the Shah Mil and the now are being undervalued. but no one lies in increased energy productivity-Saudis backed ·away from the Uni,ted knows by how much. getting more from the energy we useStates. We had gas lines again, which cOSTING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIrY through more eincient and durablefueled public anger. Finally, this thin- There are many reasons why we devices.skinned Congress broke out m a rash chronically underestimate the environ- And there is virtually no conservationof new proposals. 
mental risks of each technological ad- industry-insulation is the principal ex-Renewed gas lines and energy anxiety vance. Bad consequences sometimes can- ception. The conservation field is virtu-have raised interest in synthetic fuels, not be anticipated, They can take decades ally powerless to compete with the pe-or "synfuels." These are liquid and to develop. Their costs tend to be exter- troleum industry in molding opinion andgaseous fuels from coal, oil shale, tar nal, spread far beyond the technology's shaping data favorable to itself.

sands, and biomass (and from unconven- direct customers. Moreover, cost-benefit Many careful studies have demon-tional natural gas). President Carter has analysis has inherent limits, The actual strated that using existing energy moreJust proposed a new Energy Security value of good health, breathing, or life efficiently is a major alternative sourceCorporation to invest $88 billion in syn- itself is distorted when changed into dol- of additional energy. The most recentfuels during the 1980's. "Syn fuel fever" lars and cents. is the report of the energy project at thehas broken out all over the Congress. Federal regulations to reduce air pol- Harvard Business School. It states:In June the House passed a bill com-



conservation may well be the cheapest, for the model years 1980 through 1985. of America.
safest, most productive energy alternative The levels are 20 miles per gallon for Federal regulation of automobile fuelreadily avanable in large amounts. 1980, 22 m.p.g. for 1981, 24 m.p.g. for efficiency will save American consumers

Strong political leadership is vital to 1982, 26 m.p.g. for 1983,27 m.p.g. for 1984 more than it costs. But even if the fig-
get proper value for energy conservation and 27.5 m.p.g. for 1985. Late last year ures were ambiguous, the imperative for
We must overcome one very strong mis: Ford and GM began lobbying hard for a strong standards would remain. Oil is
conception--that energy use correlates slower increase of 1.5 miles per gallon pumped through a fixed, foreign market;

each year. what sets the price is not an invisiblepositively with gross national product. The original standards are clearly hand. Detroit has wasted time withThe experience of industry throughout cost-effective.based on fuel savings rela- rhetoric about the free market, and pas-Europe disproves this. A shift to greater tive to price increase of cars. Oas price sive dependence on bureaucrats and con-energy efficiency actually can stimulate hikes since the Transportation Depart- sumers to demand what the evidenceinnovation, employment, and economic ment's. decision was announced in June makes inevitable. Inaction and inaccu-growth. 
have strengthened the case for tough rate assumptions have been guidingTHE cASE OF AUTOMOBILE EFFICIENcT standardS. Detroit's proposed dilutlOn Of principles.

Consider the automobile. Over the standards would have caused an esti- In some instances, our national needpast two decades, Detroit has shown it- mated 7.7 billion extra gallons of gas to to save energy will involve sacrifices. Butself to be the dinosaur of our laissez- be burned. the energy crisis will exact sacrificesfaire economy. The industry's indiffer- Our deepening dependence on foreign from us no matter what. It is up to us toence to the health and security of oil threatens us as seriously as any dan- decide among the various choices. And inAmericans has guaranteed Federal in- gerously engineered, carcinogenic car. so choosing we must remember that ourtervention-and major advances in car Vehicles that guzzle gas are hazardous to country's security from potential ad-technology. Over the years automakers our health as a Nation. They are weapons versaries-which is affected by energyput style changes and easy money ahead that weaken our resources of survival. shortages-is something we cannot risk.of safer technology. Wasting fuel is the worst kind of deficit I understand from my father, who justWithout Washington, the danger of spending, because it borrows from our fu- returned from a visit to Greece, that the, death inside an auto would have stayed ture and our children's future to overpay government there recently ordered thatneedlessly high. for the present. citizens can drive their cars on alternateWithout Washington, the health We must drive it into the heads of the Sundays only. (The ban is from 5: 00 p.m.hazards from auto emissions would be auto companies that their narrow vision Saturday to 6: 00 a.m. Monday.) I amlarger, but less noticed. disserves our Nation. not advocating such a law here, but thisAnd without Washington, the industry Without Washington's intervention, kind of serious response to shortageswould have been even more poorly pre- the automobile industry was rushing to makes Congress look silly. On the Presi-pared to handle this year's demand for its own demise by wasting irreplaceable dent's standby gas rationing plan, thefuel-efficient cars. fossil fuel at a reckless rate. The average House of Representatives voted no, andFederal standards finally have jolted .mileage for all cars was just under 14 it was not close.the industry into a drive for fuel effi- miles per gallon in 1967. Mileage then Leaders in Washington and across theciency. At this time, domestic demand dropped until the oil embargo. In 1977, it country must look as carefully as pos-for economical cars is growing. Six years was back at the same level-just under sible at risks versus benefits in policy-after the Arab oil embargo, the need to 14 m.p.g. The executives who launched making. We must do so with a fullconserve fuel is great. And so it has sad- these inefficient four-wheelers hastened awareness that some things of greatdened me and outraged me to see the the day when the world will run out of value cannot be priced objectively. It is aauto giants continue to toy with their petroleum. test of our leadership to discount po-mandate, and to play with delay. Washington has helped automakers tential benefits and risks in politicalDetroit's recent, relentless campaign despite themselves. It has prodded them terms. We must move ahead at theto slow the annual pace of auto mileage into effective competition with foreign margin of what is possible.improvements as required by law has manufacturers for the world market.
failed. Former Transportation Secretary Federal requirements have dragged theBrock Adams was right to stand fast on American auto industry into an escalat-
this, and he deserves our appreciation. ing competition for international mar-
The automakers' losing bid to loaf to- kets. Detroit's technological and financial
ward auto efilciency reveals that they resources make it likely that the domi-
are out of step with this Nation's needs, nant world car-economical, versatile,

For 2 years now, the auto industry has tough, and without built-in obsoles-
been on notice as to mileage minimums cence-will be made in the United States


